CLEAN AS NEW ®
Traditional
Hydroblasting

CLEANER

Cleaner Results

Tech Sonic On CLEAN AS NEW
Your Wash Pad Offsite Facility

Unlike traditional hydroblasting alone, which only cleans the ID of the tubes effectively, we
clean both the ID and OD to better than 95%, giving you like new performance.

Maximum Savings

You can lower your maintenance costs with our cleaning services, but the real savings are in
longer maintenance intervals, reduced energy consumption and improved production.

Clean Fragile Equipment

Tech Sonic Cleaning allows fragile and previously uncleanable parts to be cleaned to like new
condition without damage.

FASTER

Faster Turnaround

With the addition of Tech Sonic, cleaning is generally at least twice as fast as traditional
hydroblasting alone.

Risk

Our faster cleaning eliminates schedule risk in maintenance and turnarounds.

Testing

SAFER

We have dedicated space and facilities to host your choice of NDT testing services for the
exchangers we clean.

Safety - Reduced Risk & Liability

Our process reduces the need for hydroblasting by over 75% and in our facilities the risk is
eliminated through automation.

Eliminate The Mobile Crane Risk And Cost

GREENER

Our unique exchanger handling system removes the need for a mobile crane.

Reduced Water Consumption

The CLEAN AS NEW® process uses up to 75% less water than traditional hydroblasting, and in our
facilities we use up to 95% less water be cause we treat and recycle all our rinse water.

Eliminate Wastewater Disposal/Treatment

When using one of our cleaning facilities your waste becomes our problem - we collect, separate
and dispose of all the waste generated when cleaning your parts.

Scalable
MORE

Our facilities and services are scalable to handle all your shutdown cleaning requirements.

No Capital Cost

With CLEAN AS NEW® the only thing you pay for is the cleaning.

Pay As You Go

Every item we clean is at a fixed, up-front and guaranteed price.
No Benefit or Not Applicable

Some/ Partial Benefit

Full/ Maximum Benefit

CLEAN AS NEW
Onsite Facility

Clean As New - Offsite Cleaning Facilities
1303 Thompson Park Drive
Baytown, Texas 77521 USA
T: +1.832.271.2666
E: info@cleanasnew.com

